UNCAC review process experience

Sarajevo, 28. September 2017

Vid.tomic@transparency.si
1st cycle

- No involvement of civil society – „chapters do not relate to NGO sector“
- Problems with informing the (interested) public on procedure and its timeline
- Not clear who is focal point for Slovenia
- Evident disregard of the role of civil society in AC
- Pressure on CPC
2nd cycle

• Self assessment phase
  • TI Slovenia was contacted for our input

• Further involvement is up to discussion (in contact with CPC)

• The role of civil society is recognized, TI Slovenia recognized as an integral partner

• Still ways to improve (no information on the process in advance, role of CSO beyond input on art. 13 etc.)
2nd cycle #2 – our inputs

• Focus on art. 13 (role of civil society in prevention and awareness raising)

• Problems with effective access to public information (many times denied (secrecy pretense), not rapid (and relevant, trying to charge for the access etc.)

• Promotion of prevention of corruption in school curricula (highlighted existing good practices of CSOs)

• Problems of involvement of civil society in decision-making process (length of public consultations), good practices (parlameter.si, ALAC (TI Slovenia)) etc.
Questions?

Thank you for your time!
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